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Aim
The specific aims of this study were to:
• Propose a definition of the term cultural diversity;
• Validate the term cultural diversity; and
• Submit a term and definition for international utilisation to the International 

Council of Nurses (ICN) for consideration for inclusion in the ICNP®.

Background
South Africa was one of four African countries (Botswana, South Africa. Swaziland, 
and Zimbabwe) funded by the WK Kellogg Foundation to participate in the ICNP® 
project. South Africa had 2 research groups. One of the research groups identified the 
term cultural diversity to define.

Method
This was a qualitative study where a philosophical perspective was used to explore, 
explain and describe nursing practice. The combined method proposed by the 
International Council of Nurses (ICN) was utilised to define and validate the term 
cultural diversity.

Findings
Validation and literature review  provided sufficient support for the defined 
characteristics and the term was finally defined and submitted to ICN in November
2002 as: CULTURAL DIVERSITY is a type of CULTURE with the specific characteristics: 
co-existence of different groups, e.g. ethnic, religious, linguistic and other groups 
each with their own values and belief systems, traditions and different lifestyles.

Conclusion
The research group was informed in December 2003 of the ICNP® Evaluation Committee 
recommendation that the term cultural diversity will be included in the ICNP®.
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Background
The In te rn a tio n a l C lass ifica tio n  o f 
N u rsing  P rac tice  (IC N P ® ) is a 
classification o f nursing phenomena, 
actions and ou tcom es. The ICN P®  
prov ides a te rm ino logy  for nursing 
p rac tice  tha t se rv es as a un ify ing  
framework into which existing nursing 
vocabularies and classifications can be 
cross-mapped to enable comparison of 
nursing data(ICN 2001a).

South Africa was one of four African 
coun tries (B otsw ana, South A frica, 
Swaziland, and Zimbabwe) funded by the 
WK Kellogg Foundation to participate 
in the ICNP® project, which started in
1999 and was concluded in March 2003. 
T here  was a p a ra lle l W K K ellogg  
Foundation project in four Latin American 
countries (Brazil, Chile, Colombia, and 
M exico). The purpose o f the South 
African project was to identify and define 
terms used by nurses in primary health 
care services. The project consisted of 
two research groups from two different 
p rov inces in South  A frica , nam ely 
Gauteng and Eastern Cape. The purpose 
for selecting research groups in these 
two provinces was that one represents 
an urbanized community and the other a 
more rural community. Although these 
communities will have some of the same 
needs, there are differences in their needs 
profiles and the terms identified by the 
tw o g roups have  p roven  these  
differences (Geyer & Uys 2001).

The challenge to identify terms relevant 
to the South African situation and to 
develop a term that is relevant to the 
g loba l co m m u n ity  m ade for som e 
in terestin g  d iscu ssio n  and learn ing  
o p p o rtu n itie s . O ne o f  the term s 
developed by the G auteng Research 
group was informal settlement.

Purpose
The overall purpose of participating in 
the development of the ICNP® was to 
e s tab lish  com m on te rm in o lo g y  for 
describing nursing practice. A common 
terminology improves communication 
among nurses and other members of the 
m u ltid isc ip lin a ry  team , as w ell as 
provides standardized clinical data for 
d esc rib in g  and an a ly s in g  nu rsing  
practice. The specific aims of this study 
were to propose a definition of the term 
cultural diversity; to validate the term 
cultural diversity and to submit a term 
and definition for international utilisation

to the International Council o f Nurses 
(ICN) for consideration for inclusion in 
the ICNP®.

Research design
This was a qualitative study where a 
philosophical perspective was used to 
explore, explain and describe nursing 
practice (Polit, Beck & Hungler 2001). 
The research group members developed 
a d e fin itio n  to d e sc rib e  “cu ltu ra l 
d iv e rs ity ” . The d e fin ition  was then 
validated amongst relevant stakeholders 
by determining the extent of agreement 
with the proposed definition.
A combination of the methods proposed 
by the ICN was used for developing terms 
in the South African project (ICN 2001b). 
The procedure followed consisted of a 
number of steps followed by the research 
group participants.
The research group selected a term, by 
p rio ritis in g  term s lis ted  by the 
participants. Using a score of 1 -5 (1 being 
the low est and 5 being  the h ighest 
priority), all terms were scored by the 
research group members to determine the 
order in which the terms were developed. 
The characteristics of the selected term 
were then developed in a similar way. The 
list was carefully checked to ensure that 
the c h a ra c te r is tic s  w ere  true 
c h a ra c te r is tic s  and not cau ses  or 
co n seq u en ces. T he re sea rch  group 
scored the characteristics and only those 
with a score higher than 4 were included 
for the definition. A preliminary definition 
of the selected term was developed. A 
validation form was prepared explaining 
the process and providing the term and 
its characteristics for the opinion of other 
experts in the clinical field.

Before submitting the validation form to 
a wider stakeholder group, the form was 
piloted among nurses who are not part 
o f the research group. W here required, 
amendments were made to ensure clarity 
of the expectations of the research group. 
Other nurses involved in primary health 
care and community members exposed 
to informal settlements were requested 
to complete the validation form.

The com pleted validation forms were 
returned to the research group where the 
data were analysed. A literature survey 
was performed to determine the support 
fo r the  su rv ey  fin d in g s  o f  the 
characteristics of the term. Based on the 
literature review and survey findings, the 
definition was finalized, the process 
summarized in the prescribed format and
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subm itted  to the ICN P®  Evaluation 
Committee.

Subjects and sampling
The Gauteng Research Group consisted 
of nine nurses with a primary health care 
b ack g ro u n d . T h ese  p a rtic ip a n ts  
volunteered for the project and complied 
w ith  the p rede te rm ined  c rite ria  for 
participation. The criteria that the nurses 
complied with were a current position in 
primary health care (PHC), experience of 
at least two years in a PHC field and 
availability to participate in the research 
g roup  a c tiv itie s . A ll p e rso n s, w ho 
indicated their interest to participate, were 
invited to become part o f the research 
group. The activities o f  the research 
group were co-ordinated and recorded 
by a project co-ordinator and facilitated 
by a staff member o f  the Democratic 
Nursing Organisation o f South Africa 
(DENOSA).

The sam ple for the validation  study 
consisted o f nurse p rac titioners and 
com m unity  m em bers. C onven ience 
sampling was used for the validation of 
the term and its characteristics (Polit, 
Beck & Hungler 2001). The validation 
forms were distributed by research group 
members within a prescribed time frame 
am ongst nu rse  p ra c ti t io n e rs  and 
community m em bers in the Gauteng, 
N orth  W est and th e  E as te rn  C ape 
provinces in South Africa. These were 
the areas w here the research  group 
participants had access and therefore the 
ability  to ensure that the prescribed 
p rocesses was ad h ered  to  and that 
persons who could not understand, read 
or write could be assisted.

Data collection
The research group partic ipan ts, the 
research project co-ordinator and the 
project facilitator conducted all the data 
collection during the different phases of 
the study. This included distribution and 
collection of the validation survey forms.

Ethical considerations
All research  group partic ipan ts had 
perm ission  from  their em ployers to 
p a r tic ip a te  in the p ro je c t. F o r the 
v a lid a tio n  p rocess p e rm issio n  w as 
obtained from employers to have access 
to staff m embers involved in service 
delivery. Each individual person who 
completed a validation form was informed 
of the process and the reason for the 
study. T hey  w ere ad v ised  th a t



Table 1 Characteristics of cultural diversity identified for voting

C haracteristic Rem ark

1 Different Lifestyle Characteristic

2 Based on different customs Characteristics

8 Based on different tradition Characteristic

9 Mixed belief systems Characteristic

10 Mixed values Characteristic (combine with belief systems 9)

11 Norms Characteristic

12 Standards Characteristic (combine with norms 11)

18 Various learned behaviour Characteristic

28 Communication style Characteristic

31 Different ethnic groups Characteristic

Table 2: Initial characteristics of cultural diversity

C haracteristic M ean score

Different lifestyle 4.9

Based on different customs 4.7

Based on different tradition 5

Mixture of belief systems and values 4.8

Mixture of norms and standards 4.1

Various learned behaviour 3.4

Use of different communication styles 3.3

Co-existence of ethnic groups 4.8

p a r tic ip a tio n  w as v o lu n ta ry  and 
anonymous. Persons who did not wish 
to participate were not discrim inated 
against (DENOS A 1998).

Defining the term cultural 
diversity
The process of defining the term cultural 
diversity  was perform ed in different 
phases. Each phase is described below.

Selecting the term “cultural 
diversity”
The term, originally identified as “multi 
cultural” was identified by the research 
team in November 2000. “Multi cultural” 
was initially listed together with 15 other 
terms as primary health care phenomena 
im p o rtan t to  n u rs in g  p rac tice . To 
prioritise terms for the project, all terms 
were rated using a score of 1-5 (1 being 
the low est and 5 being  the h ighest 
priority). According to the scores the 
terms of preference, considered to be the 
m ost com m on p h en o m en a  in PHC 
practice, were Home-based care (4.75); 
Multi Cultural (4.5); Community based 
organizations (4.5); Traditional Healers 
(4 .3 7 ); T eenage p reg n an cy  (4 .3 7 ); 
Rehabilitation (4.12) and Health Forum 
(4).

T he su b seq u en t re sea rch  g roup  
activities involved development of the 
three term s w ith the h ighest scores, 
w hich  in c lu d ed  m ulti c u ltu ra l. In 
considering the literature available on 
“m ulti cu ltu ra l” the research  group 
debated and agreed to change the term 
to “cultural diversity” .

Developing the initial 
definition
T he resea rch  team  
d ev e lo p ed  the m ain  
characteristics of cultural 
diversity in July 2001. In 
se lec tin g  the
c h a ra c te r is tic s , each  
research group mem ber 
was given an opportunity 
to list characteristics that 
describe the term. Thirty- 
one (31) characteristics 
w ere id en tified . A fter 
group discussion on each 
characteristic , 21 were 
excluded  and 10 w ere 
retained as characteristics 
of cultural diversity. The research group 
consulted dictionaries and text books to 
clarify the remainder of the identified 
characteristics and it was agreed that 
mixed values should be combined with 
belief systems and standards should be 
combined with norms (Table 1).

The research group rated each of the 8 
characteristics using the same scale of 1-
5. All the characteristics that obtained a 
mean score of four or more were included 
in the definition. Six characteristics of 
cultural diversity had a mean score >4 
(Table 2).

Developing the validation 
form
The research team developed a draft 
validation form. An option of “other” was 
added to the list o f 8 characteristics for 
the re sp o n d en ts  to  add o th e r
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characteristics that may have been left 
out by the research group. The form also 
made provision for persons to indicate 
who they were.

Pilot testing of the validation 
form
A pilot test was conducted with the 
validation form in order to check whether 
participants understood and agreed with 
the content. For the pilot test each of the 
research group members distributed the 
validation form to two experts in the field 
who would not participate in the final 
data collection process. Pilot testing was 
conducted during August 2001 and all 
feedback about the forms was submitted 
to the project co-ordinator in September 
2001 .

Feedback from the pilot test did not 
id en tify  any areas th a t had  to be 
addressed by the research group before



Table 3: Breakdown of respondents in validation study

Profile of respondents No Environment where obtained No

Nurse practitioners 40 Educational institutes 6

Unspecified 4 Health Departments 8

Priest 1 Clinics and hospitals 24

Private sector 2

Church 1

Unspecified 4

the validation process could commence. 
Validation commenced in September and 
was completed in November 2001. See 
annexure 1 for inform al settlem ent 
validation form.

The initial definition
The identified characteristics were used 
to develop the initial definition, which was 
used for the validation form. To develop 
this definition the research group had to 
decide where the term would fit into the 
current ICNP® structure. The initial 
definition was the following:
Cultural diversity is a type of CULTURE 
with the specific characteristics: co

existence o f ethnic groups based on 
different customs and traditions and a 
mixture of belief systems and values, 
norms and standards and different life 
styles.

Validation of the term 
cultural diversity
Each m em ber o f the research group 
rece iv ed  5 v a lid a tio n  form s and 
conducted the data collection for the term 
valid a tio n  betw een  S ep tem ber and 
November 2001. One o f the research 
group participants was out of the country 
at this stage with the result that 40 forms 
were circulated for validation. The ten

members of the Eastern Cape research 
group were also requested to complete a 
validation form. The research group 
m em bers conducted  in terv iew s and 
com pleted  the valida tion  form s, or 
ensured self-administration of the form 
by the respondents. The ICN Consultant 
and neighboring  A frican  coun tries  
invo lved  in the IC N P®  in -coun try  
projects were also consulted for their 
views on the term cultural diversity.

Data analysis of validation 
forms
The final data analysis was conducted in 
November 2001 at a scheduled meeting 
o f the research group. From  the 50 
d istributed  form s 47 were returned, 
indicating a 94% response rate. Two of 
the forms were not used due to the fact 
that 2 persons had completed two forms 
instead of only 1. The respondents on 
the forms that were received consisted 
o f  40 nurse p ra c titio n e rs  (6 from  
educational institutions; 8 from health 
d ep artm en ts; 24 from  c lin ic s  and 
hospitals and 2 from private sector); 1 
priest and 4 were unspecified. The 
breakdown of the respondents is listed 
in table 3.

Each validation form was numbered on

Table 4 Results obtained from the validation forms

CHARACTERISTIC YES NO REMARKS

Co-existence of ethnic groups 40
88.89%

5 • This is not synonymous with cultural diversity (1)
• Different ethnic groups have different cultures (1)
• Share cultures and learn from each other (1)
• A new culture is formed (1)
• Important for peace (1)

Based on different customs 41
91.11%

4 • Customs are linked to culture (1)
• Same as characteristics 4 & 5 (1)

Based on different tradition 43
95.56%

2 • Same as characteristics 4 & 5 (1)
• Tradition is linked to culture (1)

Mixture of belief systems and 
values

38
84.44%

7 • Dependant on different upbringing ( I)
• Disagree because religion and culture are two 

separate things (1)

Different lifestyles 38
84.44%

7 • Disagree because lifestyle is not necessarily linked to 
culture (2)

• Disagree because lifestyle can be more related to 
econmics than to culture (1)
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receipt for easy reference during the 
discussions that follow the validation 
process. The content o f the validation 
form s w as tra n sfe rre d  to  an E xcel 
spreadsheet to calculate percentage of 
agreement on characteristics. Comments 
received were included in an additional 
spreadsheet column.

It can be concluded from the results that 
all six (6) characteristics provide clarity 
on what cultural d iversity  is and the 
respondents supported the definition 
developed by the researchers. Seven 
respondents reiterated the importance of 
understanding, respecting and tolerating 
different cultures for a harmonious and 
p eace fu l cou n try . F ive  m em bers 
mentioned integrating other values and 
norms; copying other cultures; forming 
a new culture; benefit from other cultures; 
ethnic groups also share some South 
African Culture. It was recommended 
that interdependency and Tolerance has 
to be included in the list of characteristics. 
All ch a rac te ris tic s  w ere adequately  
supported during the validation process 
as shown in table 4.

Literature overview
The research group completed a review 
of the  l ite ra tu re  to  v e rify  the 
characteristics included in the definition 
of the term cultural diversity. All research 
group p a r tic ip a n ts ; the  p ro jec t c o 
o rd in a to r and the  fa c i l i ta to r  w ere 
responsible for sourcing literature. The 
lite ra tu re  co n ta in ed  bo th  local and 
in ternational sources. The R esearch 
Group had a total o f 23 articles that were 
submitted at the May 2002 meeting for 
consideration and evaluation to finalize 
the term and definition. Literature were 
numbered as they were received and were 
therefore not in an alphabetical order at 
the time of the literature validation.

T able 5 p ro v id es  an e x p o s itio n  o f  
lite ra tu re  su p p o rt fo r  each  o f  the 
characteristics; the top row consists of 
the reference articles as they are listed 
below the table and the X shows the 
characteristics confirmed in the stated 
article.

Discussion of the 
validation and literature 
study
T he lite ra tu re  stu d y  p ro v id ed  the 
following inform ation that supported 
each of the characteristics o f the term.

W ith regard to CO -EX ISTEN CE OF 
DIFFERENT ETHNIC GROUPS more 
than 50% of the literature referred to more 
than just ethnic groups. Two members of 
the  group  reaso n ed  th a t the  g roup  
should keep to ethnic groups but the rest 
agreed that cultural diversity included 
more than just ethnic diversity. On the 
majority vote it was decided to refer to 
other groups. The m ajority suggested 
that a few examples should be included. 
S u g g ested  ex am p les  w ere e th n ic , 
religious, linguistic and socio-economic 
groups but one member did not agree 
with the inclusion of socio-econom ic 
groups and to refrain from controversy it 
was decided to include only neutral 
groups but leave it open-ended by saying 
“and other groups”

T he p ro p o sa l to  in c lu d e  d iffe ren t 
customs and traditions were considered. 
The majority supported that customs be 
o m itted  and on ly  be d esc rib ed  as 
different traditions.

It w as ag reed  to  om it norm s and 
standards because it was already omitted 
in the validation and if the term was placed 
as part of the family of norms and attitudes 
it was already included.

The potential positions for placement of 
the term “cultural diversity” in the Beta 
version that were eliminated included 
n u rsin g  phenom enon  (no t sp ec ific  
enough); health  system  (lacked  the 
com ponents necessary  to c lassified  
under it); value belief (pertained to the 
individual) and community composition 
(disregarded). The majority supported the 
motion to classify it as a type of culture.

Finalisation of the 
definition of cultural 
diversity
In July 2002 the research group redefined 
the term cultural diversity based on the 
findings o f the validation study and 
discussion in the South African context. 
The initial definition indicated that for 
placement in the ICNP® Beta 2 version, 
the research group in itia lly  thought 
cultural diversity could be a type of 
culture. After extensive discussion and 
literature review it was agreed that this 
rem ains a form o f culture. The final 
definition was as follows:
CULTURAL DIVERSITY is a type of 
C U LTU R E w ith  the sp ec ific  
characteristics: co-existence of different 
groups, e.g. ethnic, religious, linguistic

and other groups each with their own 
values and belief systems, traditions and 
different lifestyles.

Limitations of this study
There are lim ita tions to this study. 
Although neighbouring countries were 
consulted, data was only collected within 
the areas where the researchers were 
based  (G au teng , N orth  - W est and 
Eastern Cape Provinces) providing a 
selective view.

Submission of the term to 
ICNP®
The process of the development of the 
term cultural diversity was summarised 
on the prescribed form and submitted to 
ICN in November 2002. ICN distributes 
the term to experts in a related nursing 
practice area who volunteer to conduct 
further review. The ICNP® Evaluation 
Com m ittee then evaluates the expert 
review and considers inclusion in the 
ICNP®.

Inclusion of the term into 
the ICNP®
The research group has successfully 
developed and validated the term cultural 
diversity. In December 2003 the ICNP® 
E valuation C om m ittee inform ed the 
research group participants that cultural 
diversity is one of 12 terms submitted by 
DENOSA that has been accepted for 
inclusion  in the IC N P® . W ith this 
announcement the research group has 
managed to achieve all the aims of the 
project.

Conclusion
Defining the term “cultural diversity” was 
a challenging exercise, especially in view 
of the fact that the definition had to be 
applicable internationally. Acceptance of 
the defined term is therefore meaningful 
for nursing and midwifery practice as it 
contributes to a standardized vocabulary 
for nurses and nursing globally - all who 
refer to cultural diversity, will have the 
same understanding wherever the term 
cu ltu ra l d iv ersity  (w ith  its generic  
characteristics) is used irrespective of 
where the term is used.

Reflecting on the process followed in 
defining the term, there are a few lessons 
to be learnt. The process for validation 
of the term would have been enriched if 
more provinces in South Africa and other
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countries outside of Africa could have 
been used in the validation process.

Obtaining ethics approval for the project 
has proven to be problematic as all the 
research ethics com m ittees in South 
Africa are linked to universities. These 
committees were of the opinion that they 
could not execute any control over the 
project once approved, as DENOSA was 
not linked to the relevant universities in 
any way. These institutions therefore 
were not available to evaluate and provide 
ethics approval for the project. The 
ethical guidelines available to DENOSA 
were used to assist with compliance with 
the ethical principles for the study. While 
the e th ica l g u id e lin es  d id  prov ide 
assistance, there is a need for DENOSA 
to develop  an eth ics com m ittee  to 
consider non-university related nursing 
projects for ethical approval in future.
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Table 5 Exposition of the literature support for the characteristics

Characteristics Ref
1

Ref
2

Ref
3

Ref
4

Ref
5

Ref
6

Ref
7

Ref
8

Ref
9

Ref
10

Ref
11

Ref
12

Co-existence of ethnic 
groups

X X X X X X X X X X

Based on different 
customs

X X X X X

Based on different 
traditions

X X X X X X X

Mixture of belief system 
and values

X X X X X X X X X X X

Mixture of norms and 
standards

X X X X X X X X X X X

Different lifestyle X X X X X X X X X X

Characteristics Ref
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14
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15
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16
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17
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18
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19
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20
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21
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22

Ref
23

Total

Co-existence of ethnic 
groups

X X X X X X X X X X 20

Based on different 
customs

X X X 9

Based on different 
traditions

X 8

Mixture of belief system 
and values

X X X X X X X X X 20

Mixture of norms and 
standards

X 8

Different lifestyle X X X X X X X X 18
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Annexure 1

INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION FOR NURSING PRACTICE (ICNP)

The term CULTURAL DIVERSITY is being considered for inclusion in the International Classification for Nursing Practice
(ICNP).

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILLING IN THE FORM
• The suggested characteristics of CULTURAL DIVERSITY as identified by the Gauteng Research Group are submit

ted for your perusal. Please indicate in the relevant space if you agree(yes) or disagree (no) with the characteristics 
selected as the essential characteristics of CULTURAL DIVERSITY

• Please use the extra space provided for comments that you wish to include. Remember that your recommendation 
and suggestions are important.

• Time needed for completion of the form will be an estimated 5 minutes.

• If you require any assistance regarding this form or more information on the ICNP, you can contact Ms. N Geyer 
(012) 343 2315 or Ms. E Uys (012) 807 4648.

TICK IN THE RELEVANT SPACE IF YOU AGREE (YES) OR DISAGREE (NO) WITH THE SELECTED 
CHARACTERISTICS

No Characteristics Yes No Remarks

1. Co-existence of ethnic groups

2. Based on different customs

3. Based on different tradition

4. Mixture of belief systems and values

5. Mixture of norms and standards

6. Different lifestyle

Do you have any suggestions or comments?

• It would be appreciated if you could supply the following data should we require more assistance but this 
information is optional:

Name: Person responsible for collecting form:

Nurse Practitioner: Yes ( ) No ( ) Telephone:

Date of Collection:

Other: (Specify) THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION
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